**Orchestra Level**

- Closest to the stage on the lowest level of the auditorium
- **Primary access:** level one
- **Easiest access to seating:**
  - 101-115 from elevator lobby side
  - 115 and higher from lobby opposite the elevator lobby

**Parterre Level**

- Immediately behind the orchestra under the mezzanine level
- **Primary access:** level two
- **Easiest access to seating:**
  - 101-119 from elevator lobby
  - 119 and higher use stairs from level one opposite the elevator lobby
**Mezzanine Level**
- Above the parterre level
- **Primary access**: level three (University Avenue lobby)
- **Easiest access to seating**:  
  101-119 from elevator lobby  
  119 and higher use stairs from level three opposite the elevator lobby

**Balcony Level**
- Above and slightly behind the mezzanine
- **Primary access**: level four
- **Easiest access to seating**:  
  101-119 from elevator lobby  
  119 and higher use stairs from level three opposite the elevator lobby